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In this note, we introduce in a commutative unitary ring the notions of integral and strongly 
integral filtration over another one, which generalize the notion of reduction of an ideal introduc- 
ed by Rees and Northcott. We study the integral dependence for regular and E.P filtrations and 
obtain as consequence that the priiferian closure of a filtration in a noetherian ring is a semi prime 
operation. We prove that if the filtration g is integral over f and if fis (resp. Us) is the homo- 
geneous pseudo-valuation associated with g (resp. with f), then ~~5 Us and the converse is true 
if f is a regular filtration on a noetherian ring. In the same way, we show that for two filtrations 
f and g in a noetherian ring such that fsg, if the multiplicity eS(A) off exists and if g satisfies 
the asymptotic formula for multiplicities, then e,(A) = e,(A) if g is integral over f and the con- 
verse property is true for any regular filtration f in an M-ring. The paper is closed by proving 
several characterizations of E.P filtrations in integrally closed Nagata domains. 
1. Introduction and terminology 
Let A be a commutative unitary ring and FN the set of filtrations on A. FN is 
ordered by the relation I where for two filtrations f = (I,) and g= (J,), fsg * 
I,, c J, for all n EN. We say that f is dominated by g. We note f +g = (K,) with 
K,= C~=,Z,_,. Jp and fng=(L,) with L,=Z,,nJ,; f+g and fng are filtrations 
on A. For any filtration f = (I,) and any integer kr 0, we note fck’ = (I,,); fck) is 
a filtration on A. In [l] Bishop introduces different classes of filtrations: the regular 
filtrations, the E.P filtrations and the A.P filtrations. 
A filtration f = (I,) is I-adic, where Z is an ideal of A, if for all n EN, I,, = I”. We 
note then f=f,. 
f = (I,,) is regular if there exists an integer k> 1 with fck) =fIk . We say that f is 
regular with order k. 
f =(Z,) is an E.P filtration if there exists an integer kz 1 such that I,= 
CE=, Zp. In_p for all n. If A is a noetherian ring, then any E.P filtration is a 
regular filtration by [ 11. 
f = (Z,) is an A.P filtration if for each j E N, there exists kj E N such that Zk,n c Z,? 
for all n and kj/j- 1 as j- o3. 
We will use the following notions: 
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- The radical J@ of f is the radical of I,, for all n 2 1. 
- The dimension off is the Krull dimension of the ring A/J@. 
- The altitude off is altf= sup{ ht P 1 P E V(D) and P minimal} with ht P = dim A, 
and V(fl)={PESpecA Ivif‘cP). 
- The Rees ring of A with respect to f is the ring RGf,,A) = CnzO I,. X” ; if A is a 
noetherian ring, then R(f,A) is a noetherian ring iff f is an E.P filtration [l]. 
- The homogeneous pseudo-valuation associated with f is the pseudo-valuation nJ 
defined for each XEA by of(x) = lim,,, f u (x”)/n with ~~(x)=sup{n~Njx~Z,}. 
The asymptotic closure off is the filtration f= (J,) with J, = {x E A 1 Of(x) 2 n} [9]. 
_ The multiplicity of the filtration f is defined when A is a noetherian ring with 
dim f = 0 by the formula e&4) = lim, _ ,s!/nS. /,@/I,,) where s = alt f and 
/,(A/[,) is the length of the A-module A/I,, , provided this limit exists. We know 
by [l] that this limit exists for any A.P filtration. 
2. Integral ideal over a filtration 
Definition 1. An element x E A is integral over the filtration f = (Z,) if x satisfies an 
equation of the form x”+a,x”-l+...+ajx”-j+...+.n=O where ajelj. 
For any k E N, we note Pk(f) the set of elements in A which are integral over the 
filtration f . (k) The integral closure of the ideal I is I’= P,(f,). We have the follow- 
ing results: 
Lemma 2.1. (i) For all k> 1, XE Pk(f) iff xXk is integral over the ring RGf;A). 
(ii) The sequence P(f) = (P,,(f)) is a filtration called the priiferian closure off. 
(iii) For all k> 1 and f = (I,), we have 1, C Pk(f) C fl; in particular v’f= l/p<f>. 
Proof. For (i) and (ii) see [8]. By definition of Pk(f) it is clear that Ik c Pk(f) and 
if xEPk(f), we have xn= -a,x+’ - ... -0, with aj E Ikj; so xn E ~~=, rkj C Ik, then 
xefi=l/and Pk(f)cfl 0 
Definition 2. Let J be an ideal of A. We say that J is integral over the filtration f 
if JC P,(f). 
Example. Let A = k[X] where k is a field and I= (X2). Then the ideal J= (X) is in- 
tegral over the filtration f = (A, Z, I, I*, Z2, .. . , I”, I”, . . .). 
We can remark that J is integral over f iff fJ< P(f). It is an immediate conse- 
quence of Lemma 2.1 (ii) and Definition 2. 
A necessary condition for an ideal to be integral over the filtration f is given in 
the next proposition. 
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Proposition 2.2. Let J be an ideal of A and f = (I,) E FN; then the following state- 
men ts are equivalent : 
(i) There exists N> 1 such that JNc If=, Ire JNmp. 
(ii) There exists N2 1 such that for all ke N we have JN’k C Cr=, Ip+k. JNpp. 
Further, the above statements are satisfied if J is finitely generated and integral over 
the filtration f. 
Proof. We show that (i) * (ii) by induction on k. Now, if J is finitely generated on 
A and integral over f = (I,), then every XE J is solution of an equation of the form 
xn+a,x”-’ +...+a,=O; so xn+z CF,, Ik’ Jnpk. In particular, if J=(x,,x, ,..., x,~), 
thereexistsmr1suchthatforallxj,i=l,...,s,wehavex~~~~=,Zk~Jm~k.Soif 
N=ms we have JNc Et=‘=, Ik. JNmk. 0 
The above necessary conditions are sufficient if the filtration fJ dominates the 
filtration f. We can now express the notion of integral dependence of J over f in 
terms of the Rees ring Ru,A). 
Proposition 2.3. Let J be a finitely generated ideal of A and f = (I,,) E FN. If f<fJ, 
the folio wing statements are equivalent : 
(i) J is integral over f. 
(ii) There exists N2 1 such that JN= Cf=, Ip. JNmp. 
(iii) R(J,A) = C,, J”. X” is a finite algebra over R(J;A). 
(iv) R(J, A) = C, J" . X” is a finitely generated algebra over R(f, A) which is in- 
tegral over the ring RV; A). 
Proof. (i) * (ii). We know that there exists N> 1 such that JN C_ C,“= 1 Zp * JNmp but 
Ipc J”, so JN= C,“=, Ip. JNpp. 
(ii) * (iii). From (ii) and from Proposition 2.2, we have for all k E N: JN+k = 
c,“=, Ip+k’ JNep, so JN+k.XN+k= ~~~,(/p+k~XP+k)~(JN~p~XN-p) and R(J,A) 
is an R(f;A)-module generated by Cr=‘=, J”. X”. Then R(J,A) is a finite algebra 
over R(f, A). 
(iii) * (iv). Clear. 
(iv) * (i). Clear from Lemma 2.1. 0 
Remark 2.4. Let Z and J be two ideals, then J is integral over ft iff JC I’. We say 
in this case that Jis integral over 1. If A is a noetherian ring and ZC J, then statement 
(ii) of Proposition 2.3 gives: J is integral over I iff there exists Nr 1 such that 
JN = I. JN- ‘. This means that Z is a reduction of J [5]. 
Corollary 2.5. Let A be a noetherian ring and J an ideal of A. Then any filtration 
f which is dominated by fJ and such that J is integral over f, is an E.P filtration. 
Proof. R(J, A) is a finite R(f, A)-algebra and if J= (a,, a2, . . . , a,), we have R(J, A) = 
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A[a1X, . ..( a,X]. So R(J,A) is a noetherian ring and it follows from [2] that R(J;A) 
is also a noetherian ring, therefore f is an E.P filtration. 0 
3. Integral and strongly integral filtration over another one 
Proposition 2.3 suggests the following definitions: 
Definition 3. Let f and g be two filtrations. We say that g is integral over f if the 
following equivalent statements hold: 
(i) gyp. 
(ii) The ring R(f+g,A) is integral over R(JA). 
The equivalence of these statements follows easily from Lemma 2.1 and from the 
equivalence g 5 P(f) ti f + g 5 P(f ). 
Definition 4. Let f and g be two filtrations; g is strongly integral over f if g 
dominates f and if R(g,A) is a finitely generated algebra over R(J A) which is in- 
tegral over R(f,A). 
Remark 3.1. (1) If J is an ideal of A, it is clear that J is integral over f iff fJ is in- 
tegral over f. 
(2) It follows from Proposition 2.3 that if J is a finitely generated ideal such 
that f zzfJ, fJ is integral over f iff fJ is strongly integral over f. More generally, we 
prove that if f and g are two filtrations such that fig, we have: 
(a) If g is strongly integral over f, then g is integral over f. 
(b) If A is a noetherian ring and g is an E.P filtration, then g is strongly integral 
over f iff g is integral over f. 
This follows from [2] and from Definitions 3 and 4. 
(3) Generally, if g dominates f and if g is integral over f, then g is not necessarily 
strongly integral over f. Let us give an example. Take A = Z/42, J= n(A) = 22142, 
f=(A,J,O,O )... ,o )... ), g=P(f)=(A,J,J ,...) J, . ..). then g is integral over f but it is 
not strongly integral over f because R(f,A) is a finite set while R(g,A) is an infinite 
set. 
(4) When A is a noetherian ring and g is strongly integral over J; g is an E.P filtra- 
tion iff f is an E.P filtration. This follows from [2] and from the characterization 
of an E.P filtration in terms of Rees ring. 
Proposition 3.2. Let f and g be two filtrations of the ring A such that g is strongly 
integral over f. Then: 
(i) f and g define the same structure of topological ring on A. 
(ii) of= ii,. 
(iii) If A is a noetherian ring, if dim g = 0 and if eg (A) exists, then the multiplicity 
off exists and we have ef(A) = eg (A). 
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Proof. (i) As R(g,A) is a finite algebra over R(J;A), there exists Nr 1 such that for 
all n21, .Z,= C,“=,Z,_,. .Zp where f = (I,) and g= (J,); in particular we have 
.Z,cZ,_,for all nzN. We note f,,,g for the filtration (A,JN+1,JN+2,...,JN+n,...), 
we have t,gcf 5 g, therefore f and g define the same topology. 
(ii) It is easy to see that utVg(xn)= o,(x”)-N if u,(x”)>N+ 1 and n%O; and 
utVg(xn)=O if u,(x”)~N. So Us=& and as t,gqZ”<g we obtain IJ~=u~. 
(iii) We have fl= fi because f <g and g is integral over f. So dim f = dim g = 0 
and alt f = alt g = S; then 
Therefore e&4) = e,(A). 0 
We will prove analogous results to statements (ii) and (iii) of Proposition 3.2 when 
g is integral over f for a particular class of filtrations. 
Proposition 3.3. Let f and g be two filtrations on A. Then if g is integral over f, 
we have iig 5 of. In particular we have vf(x) 2 1 for all x integral over f. 
Proof. We may suppose that og(x) > 0, let us take p/q E Q with O<p/q< U,(X). 
Then 6,(x4)>p and there exists no such that uy(xnoq)2nop, so if g = (J,) we 
have xnoq E JnoP . As JnO,, is integral over the filtration fCnop), there exists Nr 1 such 
that for all nz 1, (x~O~)~+~E CL, ZnoPCl+kj. JNP’ with f =(I,). In particular, 
XnodN+ k) E 1 
%~(l+k)* Therefore u f (x”uqcN+ k)) 2 nop( 1 + k) and 
uJxnoq(N+k)) > 5. pJ 
wW+ 4 -q N+k’ 
Taking limits when k + 03, we have t+(x) 2 t?,(x). The second part of the proposi- 
tion is clear, we take g = P(f) and remark that if x is integral over f we have 
Up(f)(x) 2 1. 0 
Corollary 3.4. Let Z and J be ideals of A such that ZC J. Then we have I?~= vJ if J 
is integral over I. 
Proof. This is a consequence of Remark 3. 
For the next part, we recall that if f = (Z, 
lim ._,(l/n5).eIn(A) exists in m by [l]. 
l(1) and of Proposition 3.3. 0 
) E FN with dim f = 0 and alt f = s, then 
Proposition 3.5. Let A be a noetherian ring and f and g two filtrations such that 
fig with f = (Z,,) and g = (J,). We assume that dim g = 0 and alt g =s. Zf the multi- 
plicities ef(A) and e,(A) exist and if g is integral over f, then we have e,(A) I 
ef(A)~lim,,,(l/nS).eJ~(A). 
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Proof. We have Irf= fi because f 5 g and g is integral over f, so es (A) I e#). As g 
is integral over f, each ideal J, is integral over f’“‘, 
such that for all kcN, J$+k= C:‘, Z,,,Cp+kj. m 
and there exists an integer IV, I 1 
lar J,F+k c ZmCk+ ,). 
JN1fl-P (Proposition 2.2), in particu- 
Note fN,,,- ,fJ,,, for the filtration (A, J?, J2”, . . . , Jc+“, . ..). 
SO tN,,, _ lfJ 111 5 fcm) and 
It follows that 
therefore (l/m”). eJ,,(A) 2 e&l) and we obtain the result. 0 
Definition 5. Let f = (I,) E FN with dimf= 0 and alt f = s on a noetherian ring A. 
We say that f satisfies the asymptotic formula for multiplicities (A.M formula) if 
e&4) exists and if e&4) = lim, + ,-J 1 In”) . e,fl(A). 
Corollary 3.6. Let f and g be two filtrations on a noetherian ring A such that f (g 
and dim g = 0. We assume that ef(A) exists and that g satisfies the A.M formula. 
Then eg (A) = ef(A) if g is integral over f. 
Proof. This is 
Corollary 3.7. 
filtration such 
eJ(A) = ef(A). 
clear by Proposition 3.5 and Definition 5. 0 
Let A be a noetherian ring, J an ideal of A with dim J= 0 and f a 
that f<fJ. Zf J is integral over f, then e,(A) and ef(A) exist and 
Proof. We know by [I] that fJ satisfies the A.M formula and as J is integral over 
f, f is an E.P filtration (Corollary 2.9, so ef(A) exists by [1] and the result follows 
from Corollary 3.6. q 
Corollary 3.8. Let f and g be two filtrations on a noetherian ring A such that 
dim f = dim g = 0 and such that ef(A) and e,(A) exist. Zf we suppose that f + g satis- 
fies the A.M formula and that f and g have the same prtiferian closure, then f and 
g have the same multiplicity. 
Proof. We have f<f+g<P(f)+P(g)=P(f), so f +g is integral over f and 
Jf=m =fi. Therefore dim(f +g) =0 and ef+g(A)=ef(A) (Corollary 3.6). 
Similarly, we have eg (A) = er+g (A) = ef(A). 0 
Remark 3.9. (1) Corollary 3.6 is false if g does not satisfy the A.M formula; in fact, 
the example of Remark 3.1(3) shows that g is integral over f but ef(A)=2 and 
e,(A) = 1. 
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(2) The conditions of Corollaries 3.6 and 3.8 are satisfied for any non-trivial filtra- 
tion in a Dedekind domain [l], and for any A.P filtration of dimension 0 in a 
noetherian ring because any A.P filtration satisfies the A.M formula and f +g is an 
A.P filtration if f and g are A.P filtrations [l]. 
4. Integral dependence for regular and E.P filtrations 
By definition, a filtration g is integral over f if every ideal .I, of the filtration g 
is integral over the filtration f @). We have a more accurate result when g is an E.P 
filtration in the next proposition. 
Proposition 4.1. Let f and g be two filtrations on a ring A with g = (J,,). We assume 
that g is an E.P filtration and that kr 1 is an integer such that for all nz 1, 
J,,= C;=, J,,. Jn_P. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) g is integral over f. 
(ii) For eachp=l,2,..., k, the ideal JP is integral over fCp). 
Proof. (i) * (ii). Clear. 
(ii) * (i). As J,= C$=, Jp. J,7-p, we know by [7] that for all n 2 1, J,, = 
CpS,,=n ;=, J$ and as for all t-l,2 ,..., k, J,cP[(f), we have for each nrl, 
J,, c P, (f ), therefore gr P(f) and g is integral over f. 0 
Proposition 4.2. Let f and g be two filtrations of the ring A. The following state- 
ments are equivalent: 
(i) g is integral over f. 
(ii) For all kr 1, the filtration gCk’ is integral over f Ck). 
(iii) There exists k> 1 such that gCk’ is integral over fCk’. 
Proof. (i) * (ii). We assume that g is integral over f and let kz 1, f = (I,), g = (J,). 
so fck) = (I&), g (k) = (Jnk) and as g is i ntegral over f, the ideal Jnk is integral over 
the filtration f @‘k). But f (nk) = (fck))@), therefore gck) is integral over fck). 
(ii) * (iii). Clear. 
(iii) = (i). Assume that gck’ is integral over J” (k) for some k 2 1. We want to prove 
that for all sz 1, the ideal J, is integral over the filtration f(‘). If XE J,, xk E JSk and 
as Jsk iS integral over the filtration (f’k’)‘“‘=f(sk), xk satisfies an equation of the 
form(xk)n+al(xk)n~1+~~~+at(xk)“~’+~~~+aa,=Owherea,~ZkSt.Nowar(xk)“~‘= 
a xknekt and a, EI$(~~), so x is solution of an equation with coefficients in I,, and 
x’is integral over fcs). Then for all sz 1, J, is integral over f(‘) and g<P(f). 0 
Corollary 4.3. Let f = (I,) and g = (J,,) be two filtrations of the ring A. We assume 
that g is a regular filtration with order s 2 1. Then the following statements are equi- 
valent: 
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(i) g is integral over f. 
(ii) The ideal J, is integral over f @). 
Furthermore, if J, is finitely generated and if g dominates f, the above statements 
are equivalent o: 
(iii) There exists NZ 1 such that JS,= Cr= 1 Isp. JSs(,+r). 
Proof. (i) H (ii). Immediate from Proposition 4.2. 
(i) =) (iii). As g is integral over f, the ideal J, is integral over f"'. Furthermore, as 
J, is finitely generated and f'"'rfJs, the result follows from Proposition 2.3. q 
Remark 4.4. If A is a noetherian ring and f,g are two filtrations such that g 
dominates f, the filtration f is regular if g is a regular filtration, integral over f. 
Indeed, if g = (J,) is regular with order s, J, is integral over fCS) and as f 6) 5 fJ, , it 
follows from Corollary 2.5 that f’“’ is an E.P filtration; in particular f is a regular 
filtration. 
We have the next corollary when the two filtrations f and g are regular. 
Corollary 4.5. Let f = (I,,) and g = (J,) be two regular filtrations with order SL 1. 
We assume that f sg and that J, is finitely generated. Then the following state- 
ments are equivalent: 
(i) g is integral over f. 
(ii) J, is integral over I,. 
(iii) There exists N2 1 such that JsN = I,. JsCN_ ,). 
Proof. This is a consequence of Proposition 4.2 and Remark 2.4. 0 
Corollary 4.6. Let A be a noetherian ring. Then P : FN -+ FN is a semi prime opera- 
tion, that is: 
(4 f sP(f ). 
(b) P2cf) = P(f ). 
(C)f%g”P(f)lP(g). 
(4 P(f). P(g) 5 Rf. g). 
Proof. (a), (b), (c) are clear from the definition of P(f). We prove (d). 
Step 1. We suppose that f and g are E.P filtrations. Let f = (Z,) and g = (J,). There 
exists k 11 such that f (resp. g) is the least filtration on A whose first k + 1 terms are 
A,Zi,12,..., Zk (resp. A, J,, J2, . . . , Jk). Let Q(f) (resp. Q(g)) be the least filtration 
whose first k + 1 terms are A, PI(f), P2(f), . . . , Pk(f) (resp. A, PI(g), P*(g), . . . , Pk(g)). 
Then the filtrations Q(f) and Q(g) are E.P filtrations and they satisfy f< Q(f)< 
P(f) and g<Q(g)rP(g) (*). So, we have f.grQ(f).Q(g)<P(f).P(g) and the 
filtrations f. g and Q(j)- Q(g) are E.P filtrations [7]. We begin with proving that 
Q(j). Q(g) is integral over f. g. As the filtrations f, g, Q(j), Q(g) are regular with 
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order s2 1, it is sufficient to prove that the ideal Q,(f). Q,(g) is integral over the 
ideal Z,. .Z, (Corollary 4.5). Now, the relations (*) above give Q,(f) c P,(f) = Z,’ and 
Q,(g)~Z’,(g)=J;. As Z;.J;c(Z,.J,)‘, we obtain Z, . J, c Q,(f) e Q,(g) c (Z, 9 J,)‘. So 
the ideal Q,(f). Q,(g) is integral over the ideal Z; .Z, and we obtain Q(f). Q(g)< 
P(f. g). In particular, QICf). Q,(g) c PIC..f. g) and Z’,(f). P,(g) c P,cf. g). To prove 
that Z’,(f). P,(g) c P,(f. g), we consider the filtrations f@) and g(“), they are E.P 
filtrations as f and g. So, from the first part, we have 
P,(f). P,(g) = P,(f@)) . Pl(g@‘) c P,(f(") . g(n)) = P, (f. g). 
Therefore, we have proved that P(f). P(g) I P(f. g) when f and g are E.P fil- 
trations. 
Step 2. General case. Since P,(f) is finitely generated, there exist x,,x,, . . . ,x, E A 
such that P,(f) =(x1, x2,. . . , x,.) and there exists ZVt 2 1 such that every xi is a root of 
a manic polynomial with coefficients in I,, Z2, . . . , ZNI. Similarly, there exists an in- 
teger N2? 1 for the ideal P,(g). Let N= sup(N,,N,) and f, (resp. gr) the least filtra- 
tion on A whose first N+ 1 terms are A,Zr, 12, . . . , IN (resp. A, Jr, J,, . . . , JN). fi and 
g, are E.P filtrations and satisfy ftlf, g, sg. In particular, P,(f,) c PI(f) and 
P,(g,) C P,(g). But by construction off,, X,E P,(f,) for all i = 1,2, . . . , r; so P,(f) c 
P,cfi). Similarly, we have P,(g) c P,(g,). Therefore PI(f) = PIcf,) and P,(g) = Pl(gl). 
From the first step, we have P(f,) . P(g,) I Pcfi . g,) and as f, . g, sf. g, we obtain 
P(ft) . P(gl)l P(f. g). In particular, PI(f). P,(g) c P,(f. g). We prove as above that 
P,(f) * P,(g) C P,, (f. g) considering the filtrations f(“) and g(“). So P(f). P(g) 5 
Pcf.g). 0 
Now, we give a converse of Proposition 3.3 and Corollary 3.6. 
Proposition 4.1. Let A be a noetherian ring andf a regularfiltration. Then we have: 
(i) For all g in F,,,, g is integral over f if i7gsDJ. 
(ii) P(f) =f. 
Proof. (i) For all kr 1, we note gk for the least filtration whose first k+ 1 terms are 
A,J,,Jl,..., Jk where g = (J,). The filtration g, is an E.P filtration so there exists 
rz 1 such that gk and f are regular with order r. From the relations gk <g and 
0,s Of, we obtain Ugg, I tJf whence Og;) 5 Of(~). But if f = (I,,) and gk = (K,), we have 
IJ~;)= oK, and of(,)= o[,, so 0 K 5 ol,. If XE K,, then UK,(x) I 1, therefore for all 
XE K,, O,,(x)? 1. As A is a noetherian ring, this means that K, is integral over Z,. 
[4, Corollary 11.81, e.g. K, C Z: = P,(f,,) = P,(f(‘)). Therefore gk is integral over f 
(Proposition 4.2). In particular, the ideal Kk= Jk is integral over the filtration fck’ 
for each k and g is integral over f. 
(ii) We know that P(f)sf. Furthermore I+= tag [9], so f is integral over f from 
(i), and y= P(f). q 
We have a similar proposition concerning the multiplicities in the class of 
M-rings. 
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Definition 7. A ring A is an M-ring if A is noetherian and if for all ideals Z and J 
such that Zc J, with dim Z= dim .Z=O and alt Z= alt J, we have the implication 
e&l) = e&I) * .Z is integral over I. 
For example, a level noetherian local ring [6], a Nagata local ring, universally 
catenary and equidimensional [lo], a principal ideal ring, are M-rings. 
Proposition 4.8. Let A be an M-ring and f and g two filtrations such that dim f = 
dim g = 0 and alt f = alt g. We assume that f 5 g, that f is a regular filtration and that 
e,(A) exists. Then the filtration g is integral over the filtration f if f and g have the 
same multiplicity. 
Proof. Let r be an order of f, f, =f”’ and g, =g(‘). We have e,,(A) =ef(A) 
because ef(A) = e,(A) and alt f = alt g. We know that if g, is integral over fi, the 
filtration g is integral over the filtration f (Proposition 4.2). Note fi =fi and 
g, = (J,,); for all k 2 1, we define h, to be the least filtration on A whose first k + 1 
terms are A,J,, J2, . . . , Jk. hk is an E.P filtration and satisfies fi 5 h,<gl. As 
fi= fi, alt gl = alt hk and dimg, = dim hk = 0, we have ef(A) = eh,(A) = e,,(A) 
(*). Let s> 1 be an integer such that fi and hk are regular with order s, where 
hk = (K,). Then the relation (*) gives: e,?(A) = eKS(A), and by construction we have 
IS c K,, alt 1’ = alt KS and dim IS= dim KS = 0. As A is an M-ring, the ideal KS is in- 
tegral over IS and it follows from Corollary 4.5 that the filtration hk is integral over 
the filtration fi. In particular, the ideal Kk = Jk is integral over fy’ for all k, so the 
filtration g, is integral over fi. q 
Let f =(I,) be a filtration on A, the integral closure of the filtration f is the 
filtration f’= (IA) where ZA is the integral closure of the ideal Z, . We have the rela- 
tions: frf’sP(f)<f, and we know from Remarks 3.1(2), 3.1(4) and 4.4 that if A 
is a noetherian ring and if f’ or P(f) is an E.P filtration (resp. a regular filtration), 
then f is an E.P filtration (resp. a regular filtration). We prove here the converse 
property in an integrally closed Nagata domain. 
Proposition 4.9. Let A be a Nagata ring and P,, P2, . . . , P, the minimal prime ideals 
of A. We assume that for every ideal Z in A, we have the relation: ny=, (Z-t Pi> = I. 
Then, for all f E FN, the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) f is an E.P filtration. 
(ii) fCk’ is an E.P filtration for some integer kz 1. 
(iii) f is a regular filtration. 
In particular, if A is an integrally closed Nagata domain, the following statements 
are equivalent : 
(i) f is an E.P filtration. 
(ii) fCk) is an E.P filtration for some k> 1. 
(iii) f is a regular filtration. 
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(iv) There exists an E. Pfiltration g which dominatesf and which is integral overf. 
(v) Any filtration g which dominates f and which is integral over f, is an E.P 
filtration. 
(vi) f’ is an E. P filtration. 
(vii) P(f) is an E.P filtration. 
Proof. It is clear that (i) = (ii) * (iii) in any noetherian ring. We have to prove that 
(iii) * (i). Suppose first that A is a Nagata domain, let K= Frac A be the field of 
quotients of A; since f is a regular filtration, there exists k? 1 such that fck) = fi and 
R(f’“‘, A) is a finitely generated algebra over A. Note R, = A[Z, . Xnk, n 2 l] with 
f = (I,), then Rk is an algebra over A which is isomorphic to R(f (k), A). It follows 
from the relations Rk[l/X] C_ R(J;A)[l/X] c K(X) that K(X) is the field of 
quotients of the rings R,[l/X] and RV;A)[l/X], and we obtain: (Rk[l/X])‘= 
(R(J A)[l/X])’ where ( )’ means the integral closure in K(X). Now, every 
aX”E R(f,A) is a root of the equation Yk-akXnk =O, so R(f, A)[l/X] is integral 
over Rk[l/X] and (R(f,A)[l/X])‘=(Rk[l/X])’ (*). We know that R,[l/X] is a 
finitely generated algebra over the Nagata ring A, therefore, Rk[l/X] is a Nagata 
ring and it follows from (*) that (R(f, A)[ 1 /Xl)’ is a finite algebra over R,[l/X]. 
Then (R(f,A)[l/X])’ is also a Nagata ring as Rk[l/X] and it results from [2] that 
RV,A)[l/X] is a noetherian ring and from [7, Theorem 2.71 that f is an E.P fil- 
tration. Note for each i= 1,2, . . . , s, Ai for the ring A/P, and fi for the filtration 
((I, + P;)/P,) on A;. Since A is a Nagata ring and f a regular filtration, f, is a 
regular filtration in the Nagata domain A,. So it follows from the first part that f, 
is an E.P filtration and from [7, Proposition 2.4.21 there exists an integer m,? 1 
such that Im,+k •Pi=I~,‘Ik+Pi, Vkrmi. Take m=m,m,...m, SO Vkrm, 
vi= 1,2,...,S, Im+k~Im’Ik+P; and We obtain I,,,+kc n;=,I,,&+Ri. By hypo- 
thesis, n;=t I,,~.Ik+PI=I,&, soI,,+k= 1,. Ik, Vkrm and f is an E.P filtration. 
Suppose now that A is an integrally closed Nagata domain. The implications 
(vii) * (v) * (vi) * (iv) * (i) are true in any noetherian ring. It is sufficient to prove 
that (i) * (vii). Note K= Frac A; since A is integrally closed in K, it follows easily 
from Lemma 2.1 that R(P(f), A) = (RCf,A))‘. We know that f is an E.P filtration, 
so R(J A) is a finitely generated algebra over A and R(J; A) is a Nagata ring. There- 
fore R(P(f), A) is a finite algebra over R(f, A) and R(PCf), A) is a noetherian ring. 
It now follows from [7] that P(f) is an E.P filtration. 0 
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